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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO REGULAR PERTURBATION
THEORY WITH AN APPLICATION TO HYDRODYNAMICS

CARMEN CHICONE

Abstract. The Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction technique is used to prove a per-

sistence theorem for fixed points of a parameterized family of maps. This

theorem is specialized to give a method for detecting the existence of persis-

tent periodic solutions of perturbed systems of differential equations. In turn,

this specialization is applied to prove the existence of many hyperbolic periodic

solutions of a steady state solution of Euler's hydrodynamic partial differential

equations. Incidentally, using recent results of S. Friedlander and M. M. Vishik,

the existence of hyperbolic periodic orbits implies the steady state solutions of

the Eulerian partial differential equation are hydrodynamically unstable. In ad-

dition, a class of the steady state solutions of Euler's equations are shown to

exhibit chaos.

1. Introduction

The existence of solutions for many perturbation problems can be reduced

to the question of the persistence of fixed points of a map of the type (£, e) t-*
&((, e) where c; is a state variable and e is a small parameter. When the
unperturbed function £ >-► ¿?iZ, 0) has a fixed point, z, we say z persists if

there is a function e >-> ßie), defined in a neighborhood of e — 0, such that
ßi0) = z and^ißit),e) = ßie).

In case z is a simple fixed point of the unperturbed map, the fact that
z persists is an immediate consequence of the Implicit Function Theorem.
However, in many important applications, the Implicit Function Theorem does

not apply because the fixed point set of the unperturbed function is a manifold
of dimension exceeding zero. In the analysis of these applications, some method
of reduction—reduction to the Implicit Function Theorem—can often be used
to obtain the implicit solution of the state variable in terms of the perturbation
parameter in order to prove persistence.

In a series of papers, [5], [6], [7], we have developed a reduction method for
the persistence problem based on the classical Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction.
Using some of the ideas from this theory, we state and prove here a general
version of the reduction method that is applicable in the context of maps defined
on smooth manifolds. As a corollary of this theorem, we obtain the conditions
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for persistence of periodic solutions of a family of differential equations in
case the unperturbed system has an invariant manifold of periodic solutions. A
reasonable theory for persistence using first order methods is possible in case this
invariant manifold satisfies a verifiable property we call normal nondegeneracy.
It turns out that this condition is satisfied if the invariant manifold is normally
hyperbolic. However, as we will see, the theory has important applications in
cases when the invariant manifold does not satisfy this stronger condition.

As an application of our theory, we will extend some recent results of S.
Friedlander, A. Gilbert and M. Vishik [9] on the existence of periodic solutions
of a certain steady state solution of Euler's hydrodynamic equations.

Recall that the equations of motion of an ideal fluid in a three dimensional
bounded region are given by Bernoulli's form of Euler's equations as

dV
-r— = V A curl F + grada,        divF = 0,
at

where V denotes the velocity of the fluid and a is a function determined by
the fact that div V = 0 and the additional condition that V is tangent to the
boundary of the region. For the idealized case of steady flow on the three torus
T3, the boundary in empty. Thus, we can take a = 0 and seek "curl parallel"

[4] steady state solutions on T3, that is, solutions of F A curl V = 0.
The vector field on T3 associated with the ABC system, namely,

x =A sin z + C cosy,

(1) y =Bsinx + Acosz,

z =C sin y+ 2? cos*,

where the real coordinates x, y and z are viewed modulo 2n, is curl parallel.
This system was introduced by V. I. Arnold [1] and studied in [9] with regard to

the hydrodynamic instability criterion of S. Friedlander and M. M. Vishik [10],
[11]. In particular, their results show that the existence of a single hyperbolic
periodic solution of an ABC system implies the associated steady state solution
of Euler's equation is hydrodynamically unstable.

The main result of [9] is the following perturbation theorem: Consider ( 1 )
with A = 1 and e := B — C. If e > 0 is sufficiently small, then (1) has
hyperbolic periodic solutions. We will give a new proof of this result and prove
a more general result for the case when only one of the ABC parameters is small.
In particular, we will prove the following perturbation theorem: Consider ( 1 )

with A = 1, 0 < B < 1 and e := C. If N is a positive integer, then there is
some e > 0 such that (1) has at least N hyperbolic periodic solutions. Actually,
our results determine exactly which resonances are excited (at first order) as
well as the number and position of the persistent periodic solutions.

As an addendum to our results on the persistence of periodic solutions for the
case of one small parameter, we also show that the unperturbed ABC system on
T3 has a homoclinic orbit that breaks after perturbation into transversally in-
tersecting stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic periodic orbit of saddle
type. By the Smale-Birkoff Theorem, this implies the perturbed system exhibits
chaos—there is an invariant Cantor set in a cross section of the flow on which
the associated Poincaré map is topologicalfy conjugate to a full shift. Moreover,
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there are infinitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits of the perturbed flow passing
through this invariant set.

In Section 2 the general persistence theorem based on the Lyapunov-Schmidt
reduction is presented. In Section 3 we construct special coordinate systems

called normal coordinates that are convenient for applications of the general
theorem to dynamical systems. The specialization of the theory to perturbations

of oscillators is completed in Section 4 while the application to ABC flows is

carried out in Section 5.

2. Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction

Let 317 denote a smooth open submanifold of ^ and & : 27 x 1 -> y

a smooth function given by (£■, t) *-> £Pit,t). Also, define the associated
unperturbed function p : 87 -* y by p({) := TPii, 0). We say a fixed point,
z € 37, of the unperturbed function persists provided there is a curve e w jî(e)

in 27, defined on some open interval of R containing e = 0, such that /?(0) =
z and ^()S(e), e) = ßie). In this section, we propose a method to determine

which fixed points of the unperturbed function persist.
As we will soon see, persistence is a local phenomenon. However, it is useful

to formulate our results without reference to coordinate systems. Thus, in this

section, we will use the language of manifolds and maps. In particular, if 37

and Z are manifolds and z e Z, then we let Tz Z denote the tangent space
to Z at the point z while TZ denotes the tangent bundle of the manifold
Z. If, in addition, Z C 37 is a submanifold of 27, we let T^^T denote
the restriction of the tangent bundle of 27 to Z. Also, we note that TZ is
naturally viewed as a subbundle of Tz 27.

The derivative (also called the tangent map) of a smooth map /' : Z —» 27
is denoted T/ : TZ —> T27. Recall that, abstractly, a tangent vector in Tz Z

is an equivalence class of curves. If fact, if Z has dimension k, two smooth
curves s *-* y is) and s i-» o(s) are equivalent if y(0) = o-(0) = z and if there

is a local coordinate </> : Rk —> Z such that

d   ,_,,  , „
5=0     ds

If we denote the equivalence class of a curve y by [y], the derivative T/ is
defined by

Tf[y] = [foy].

The tangent space TZZ is a k dimensional vector space; it inherits the
linear structure of Rk . With this definition, we observe that the restriction

of Tf to TZZ, that we denote by Tzf, is a linear map from TZZ to
T/(r) 27 ■ To avoid having to a mention a representative of an equivalence class
of curves when we wish to specify a tangent vector, we will often denote points
in TZZ as ordered pairs (z, v) where the second component represents the

equivalence class of curves at the point z e Z. With this notation, we will also

write Tzfiz,v) = ifiz),Dfiz)v).
Let p : 27 —► ^ and suppose Z ç 27 is a submanifold such that p re-

stricted to Z is the identity map, then, for each z e Z, the linear map
Dp(z) is an automorphism of Tz27. The map 2! : Tz 27 -* Tz 27, defined

d_
ds

4>-liYis))      =-ré~liais))
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by 3¡(z, v) := (z, Dpiz)v - v), is called the infinitesimal displacement of p

over Z. We define the kernel of 3¡ by

K3 := {(z, t;) e Tz27 : 2¡iz, v) = (z, 0)}

and the range of 2¡ by

R2¡:={iz,v)aTz27:2iiz,v) = iz,w)   for some   iz,w) &TZ27}.

The following proposition is obvious, but fundamental to our approach.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose 27 is an open submanifold of y. If the. map p :
27' -+ y is the identity when restricted to the submanifold Z c.27 and 3¡ is
the infinitesimal displacement of p over Z, then TZ ç K2¡.

Proof. If (x , v) € TZ c Tz27, then v is represented by a curve 5 ■-» y is) in
Z. For this curve piyis)) = y is).   □

Using the notation of this proposition, the submanifold Z ç 27 is called a
normally nondegenerate fixed point manifold for p provided TZ = KS . In

other words, the submanifold is normally nondegenerate if, at each point of the
submanifold, the kernel of the infinitesimal displacement is exactly the tangent
space of the submanifold.

Proposition 2.2. If Z is a normally nondegenerate fixed point manifold for the

map p : 27 —► y and 78 is the infinitesimal displacement of p over Z,
then the range R3 and the kernel K2¡ are subbundles of Tz 27. In fact, if
27 has dimension n and Z has dimension k, then R2¡ has dimension n
and fiber dimension n — k while K3 has dimension 2k and fiber dimension
k. Moreover, for each point z e Z, there is an open submanifold Z C Z
containing z and two smooth maps

x:Tz27^Rn-k       and      s:Tz27 ^Rk

such that the map y/ : Tz 27 -* Z x R"-k x Rk , given by ^(<*, v) := (5, r(£, v),
s(£, v)), is an isomorphism. Also, for each Ç Ç.Z, the restriction s:T^27 -*Rk

has kernel R¡2¡ and the restriction r : R¿2 —* R"~k is a linear isomorphism.

Proof. Since Z is normally nondegenerate, the tangent map Tp : Tz27 -*
Tz27 has constant rank n-k. The fact that R2¡ and K2¡ are subbundles
of Tz27 with the stated dimensions is a standard result in the theory of vector
bundles, for example, see [13, Chapter 3, §8]. The last statement of the theorem
follows from the fact that R2¡ is a subbundle. In fact, there is an open subset
Z ç. Z containing the specified point and a local trivialization y/ : Tz 27 —»
Z x Rn~k x Rk of Tz27 over Z such that, for each ¿¡ e Z , the restriction y/ :
T( 27 -* Z x R"~k x Rk is a linear isomorphism as is the restriction y/ : Rc3¡ -*

{£,} x Rn~k x {0}. The required maps r and s are defined, respectively, as the

trivialization y/ followed by projection onto the second and third factors of its
range.   □

We say the map s as in the last proposition complements the range of the
infinitesimal displacement of the unperturbed map over Z Ç Z.

Suppose 27, p" and Z are manifolds, y ç Z is a submanifold and

/ : 27 -» Z is a smooth map. Recall that / is called transverse to y at a
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point y e $7 if y is not in the image of / or if y - fix) and

TxfiTx27) + Tf{x)y = Tf(x)Z.

Let S6 :27 xR -* y denote a smooth function with associated unperturbed

map p :27 ^>y and let Z ç 27 denote a normally nondegenerate fixed point
manifold for p with associated infinitesimal displacement map 2¡ over Z.
For each z e Z, the curve e i-» ̂ (z, e) is in 27 with <^(z, 0) = z. Thus,

this curve defines a tangent vector Peiz,0) e Tz27. Of course, this vector
corresponds to the partial derivative of 3s with respect to e .

Define & :Z^Tz27 by

^(z)=^f(z,0).

If ^"(z) e Ä@" and if & is transverse to R2¡ at ^"(z), then z is called a

transverse unperturbed fixed point of p. Also, if s : Tz 27 —► Rfc is a projection

as in Proposition (2.2), we define the associated bifurcation function 33 : Z —»

Efc by ^(z) := s^e(z, 0). Finally, z is called a simple zero of a bifurcation

function provided <^(z) = 0 and Tz38 :TZZ -*Rk xRk is an isomorphism.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose 3s : 27 x R —► y is a smooth function with associated

unperturbed map p :27 -+ y and Z Ç.27 is a normally nondegenerate fixed

point manifold for p. If z eZ is either a transverse unperturbed fixed point of
p or a simple zero of an associated bifurcation function, then z persists.

Proof. If Z is a k dimensional submanifold of the n dimensional manifold
27, then there is an open subset Z ç Z and a diffeomorphism A : Rk x R"~k -*

Z , given by (0, £) ^ A(0, C), with A(0, 0) = z such that 6 y* A(0, 0) is a
diffeomorphism with range Z . Moreover, there are maps r : Tz27 —* R"~k

and s : Tz27 —> Rk defined as in Proposition (2.2).
We define the local coordinate representation of 3a to be the map P : Rk x

R"~k xt-tl^x R"-k given by

Pi6,Ç,e)=A-xi3>iAid,Ç),e)).

Note that the displacement P(0, C, e) - (0, Ç) is naturally identified with a
tangent vector at the point (0, Ç) e R" . For a vector such as this in Euclidean
space, we follow the usual convention and ignore the base point when we write
the vector.

Define p:Rk x R"~k xl- R"~k by

/>(0,i,e) = rTA(P(0,Ç,e-)-(0,O)-

Since, for each 0 eRk the point A(0, 0) is in the manifold Z fixed by the
unperturbed map, we have /?(0, 0,0) = 0. Fix 6 e Rk and define w :=

A(0, 0). Also, let n2 denote the natural projection on the second factor of

R* xR"~k and let / denote the identity operator on Tw27. With this notation,

we compute the partial derivative

priO, 0, 0) = r TA((TW A)"1 TwpAri6, 0) - n2)

= rTwpAriG,0)--rT{e,o)An2

= rTu;jpAi(0,O)-rAc(0,O)

= r(T„,/? - I)Ari0, 0).
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Since the range of A;(0, 0) is complementary to T^, Z in Tw 27 and since
Z is normally nondegenerate

iTwp-I)Aci6,0)

is an isomorphism from R"~k to Rw2. Since r restricted to Rw3 is an
isomorphism by Proposition (2.2), we see that prid ,0,0): Rn~k -» Rn~k is an

isomorphism. In particular, this partial derivative is an isomorphism at 0 = 0.
Thus, by an application of the Implicit Function Theorem, we conclude there
are open subsets U ç Rk, J ç R and V ç Rn~k with (0, 0) € U x J and

0 eV together with a smooth map h:U x J -> V such that Ä(0, 0) = 0 and
pi6,hie,e),e) = 0. Moreover, if (0, Ç, e) e U x V x J and p(0, Ç, e) = 0
then C = hid, e). In particular, since p(d, 0, 0) = 0, we have A(0, 0) = 0.

Define x : U x J -+ Rk by

(3) t(0, e) = sTA(F(0, Ä(0, e), e) - (0, A(0, e))).

Since hid, 0) = 0, we have t(0, 0) = 0. Thus, there is a smooth function

R : U x J -► Rk such that

T(0,e) = e(ze(0,O) + eR(0,e)).

Of course, here we view the map 0 *-> t£(0 , 0) as a map from U to Rk .

If Te(0, 0) = 0 and if Teö(0, 0) : Rk -> Rk is an isomorphism, then, by an
application of the Implicit Function Theorem to the map

(0,e)~Te(0,O) + eR(0,e),

we conclude that there is a curve e i-> y(e) in U such that y(0) = 0 and
z(y(e), e) = 0. In this case, we have

sTA(F(y(e), Ä(y(c),«),«)- (y(e), h(y(e), e))) s 0,

rTA(F(y(e), h(y(€), e), c) - (y(e), Ä(y(e), e))) = 0.

In view of Proposition (2.2), /?(e) := A(y(e), A(y(e), e)) defines a curve in ^

such that /?(0) = z and 3Bißie), e) = j?(e). In other words, the unperturbed
fixed point z persists.

To complete the proof, we will show the transversality of z implies xe (0, 0)

= 0 and that t£ö(0, 0) : Rk -+ Rk is an isomorphism.
To compute t£(0 , 0), refer to the definition (3) of x and note that x is the

"product" of two functions. Since the displacement vanishes on A(0, 0), the
derivative of the product will be sRA times the partial derivative of the second
factor. In view of (2), this derivative is given by

(4) x£(0, 0) = s(Twp -I)Ari0, O)A£(0, O) + sTAF£(0, 0).

Since the range of the infinitesimal displacement is in the kernel of s by Propo-
sition (2.2), the first summand of (4) vanishes and we find

T£(0,O) = sTAF£(0,O)

() =s^£(A(0,O),O),

that is, 0 n» t£(0, 0) is a local representation of an associated bifurcation
function. Since z is a transverse unperturbed zero, the point (z,^£(z,0)) is
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in Rz2¡. Thus, by the choice of s, it is clear that t£ (0, 0) = 0. If z is a
simple zero of this bifurcation function, then xe (0,0) is an isomorphism. This
proves the second assertion of the theorem.

By Proposition (2.2) the bundle Tz 27 has the local trivialization y/ : Tz 27
-* Z x R"-k x Rk given by y/i£, v) := (£, r(f, v), s(£, v)). In these coordi-

nates, 37 is given by

(r °$~)it) = (£, T&AZ, 0), t&(t, 0)).

Also, in these coordinates, the tangent space to R2¡ ÇTZ27 at «^"(z) is given
by

TZZ x ({r^£(z, 0)} x R""*) x ({0} x {0}).

Since y is transverse to R2> at z, the image T&~(TZ) is represented by

T2Z x ({r^£(z, 0)} x {0}) x ({0} x R*).

But, this means the derivative of the map ¿¡ t-> (sFA)^5£(^, 0) at ¿f = z is an
isomorphism. In view of equation (5), we conclude that t£(0, 0) : Rk -» Rk is
an isomorphism.   G

3. Normal coordinates

By Theorem (2.3), the persistent unperturbed fixed points on a normally
nondegenerate fixed point manifold Z can be determined as the simple zeros of
a bifurcation function. To obtain a suitable bifurcation function, we must first
choose a projection s, defined over some submanifold Z ç Z as in Proposition
(2.2), whose kernel is the range of the infinitesimal displacement. For some
applications, it is useful to construct this map with respect to tangential and
"normal" coordinates over Z . We will describe this procedure.

Thesubbundle TZ is complemented in Tz27. For example, the subbundle
in Tz 27 given by the orthogonal complement of each fiber of TZ with respect
to a Riemannian metric on 27, is a complementary bundle. However, we want
to allow for the nonuniqueness of the complement. Thus, we define I?tan := TZ

and let fnor denote an arbitrary complementary subbundle. Then

Tj^ = l"anernor

and we say ^'tan © fnor is a normal splitting of T 27 over Z. For (z, v) €

Tz27, we will denote the projection to the direct summand ftan by (z, v^n)
and the projection to fnor by (z, vnor).

Proposition 3.1. If p : 27 -> y has a fixed point manifold Z c 27 and if
f13" © fnor is a normal splitting of ' T27 over Z, then there are bundle maps

A : %™ -* ir«™ and B : %nor -» %nor such that the restriction of the derivative

of p to Tz 27, in block matrix form with respect to the normal splitting, is given
by (oi)- Moreover, the infinitesimal displacement 2 of p over Z has block

matrix form ( $ Bl7 ) and the range of the infinitesimal displacement is given by

{{>, u, v) € rtan © ̂ nor : A(z)w = u and (5(z) -I)w = v

for some (z, tu) € fnor}.
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Proof. The first column of the block matrix representation of T p has the stated
form because Tp is the identity on TZ = ¿'tan .   □

To compute a bifurcation function, we need a map that complements the
range of the infinitesimal displacement. The following theorem gives an explicit

formula for such a map in two important special cases.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose 27 is an n dimensional manifold, 3s : 27 x R -» y,

and assume, in addition to the hypotheses and notation of Proposition (3.1), that
ZÇ27 isa k dimensional normally nondegenerate fixed point manifold for the
associated unperturbed map p. Also, suppose there is an open submanifold Z ç
Z and local trivializations y/*" : f¿an -+Z xRk and y/n0T : ÏÏ$°T -» Z x R"~k

given by (z, u) i-> (z, 7r,an(z)w) and (z, v) *-> (z, 7tnor(z)t;), respectively.

1. If n = 2k and TZ is the range of the infinitesimal displacement over X,
equivalently 5-7 = 0, then the map given by (z, v) i-> ntaniz)vn0T com-

plements the range of 78 over Z and the associated bifurcation function
for 3° over Z is given by

(6) 38iz) = nviniz)Aiz)i3>eiz, 0))nor.

2. If the restriction of B -1 to fë™ is an isomorphism, then the map

(2,v)m 7tlaniz)iAiz)iBiz) - /)"'vnor - u,an)

complements the range of 73 over Z and the bifurcation function for 3a
over Z is given by

(7) ¿Biz) = 7rtan(z)(/l(z)(2?(z) - lY'i&iiz, 0))nor - (^£(z, 0))tan).

Proof. Under the hypotheses of (1), we have n - k = k. Also, using Proposi-
tion (3.1), we observe that the range of the infinitesimal displacement is given

by

{(z,a,0)Erta"©rr:^(z)«) = ii   for some   (z, w) e £n0T}.

Since Z is normally nondegenerate, the kernel of the infinitesimal displace-
ment is exactly the bundle B'tan and, as a result, its range is n = 2k dimension-
al—the fiber dimension is n-k = k. It follows that the map A : fnor -» §*tan

is an isomorphism and that the range of the infinitesimal displacement is exactly
â^"1. Since fnor complements ftan, the map (z,t>)*-* rt,an(z)^(z)vnor com-

plements the range of 2¡ over Z . This proves (1).

Under the hypotheses of (2), the map B — I is an isomorphism. Using
Proposition (3.1 ), it is easy to see that the range of the infinitesimal displacement

is given by

{iz,u,v)e r,an © rnor : Aiz)iBiz) -I)~xv = u}.

In particular, the map

(z, m, t>) h- (z, Aiz)iBiz) - I)~xv - u)

has kernel R2Z . Since, by the normal nondegeneracy, this kernel has fiber
dimension n - k , the induced map on the quotient ^tan © WnarURS) is an
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isomorphism. Hence, the map

(z, U, V) ~ n««iz)ÍAiz)iBiz) - iyxu- v)

complements the range of the infinitesimal displacement of p over Z .   D

4. Persistence of periodic solutions

In this section we consider a smooth one parameter family of differential
equations of the form

(8) x = F(x,e),       x€Rn+1,    eel.

For notational convenience, we define / : R"+1 —> R"+1 by /(x) := F(x, 0).
In case the unperturbed system associated to (8), namely x = /(x), has an
invariant manifold s? of periodic solutions, we will apply the results of the
previous sections to determine which of the periodic solutions on srf persist
for e Í 0.

The link to our general results is provided by the Poincaré map. To define
this concept, let 1i-> U(r, v, e) denote the solution of (8) with the initial value
(7(0, v, e) = v . Also, we define u(r, v) := U(l, v, 0) to be the corresponding

unperturbed solution. The map (r, v) h-> u(r, v) is also called the flow of the

system ù = /(u).

If 5* is an n dimensional submanifold of R"+1 transverse to the vec-

tor field defined by /, then there is an open interval J ç R containing
the origin such that, for each e e J, the vector field defined by the map
x i-f F(x, e) is transverse to &. If, in addition, there is a submanifold
1, ç 5" and a function RT :Zx/-»l such that, for each (¿;, e) e X x J,
the point U(RT(£, e), Ç, e) € S?, then S is called a Poincaré section for the
parametrized system (8), RT is called the parametrized return time map and
3a :1.x J — .5*, given by

^(¿,e):=U(RT(£, e),£,e),

is the parametrized Poincaré map. If e e 7, the map £ >-» 3s i£, e) is called
the Poincaré map or the rerMr« map for the corresponding differential equation.
We define 3°xi^, e) := 3°i¿¡, e) and, inductively for each integer N > 1, the
map ^*(<*, e) := 3si3BN~x(£, e), e). If, in addition, we define

N-l

RTA,^,6):=^RT(^'(i,e),e),

;=o

then

3*Nit,e) = V(RTNic;,e),£,e).

It is also convenient to define the (unperturbed) Poincaré map p : Z —► S* by

pit) := ^(<S, 0) and the (unperturbed) return time by rt(£) := RT(£, 0).
By a standard application of the Implicit Function Theorem, it is easy to see

that if v e R"+1 lies on a periodic orbit of the unperturbed system, then there
is an integer N >l such that pN(v) = v, an open interval /CR,a section
57 and a subsection S containing v such that a parametrized Poincaré map
is defined on Ix/. Also, it is clear that, for c e J, the point £ € Z lies on
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a periodic solution of (8) if and only if there is an integer M > 1 such that

3>Mit,e) = £).
Suppose sf ç Rn+1 is a submanifold such that every point of sf lies on a

periodic orbit of the unperturbed system. If for every Poincaré section Z with
Z n sf ± 0 and for every point iëlfl^ there is a positive integer A^ such

that pNi£) = i, then sf is called a period manifold. If N is the smallest such
integer, then sf is called a period manifold of order N.

In case sf is a period manifold of order A^ and Z is a Poincaré section such
that Z := sf ni, ¿ 0, then ^ is a fixed point manifold for the TVth iterate
of the unperturbed Poincaré map p. If, for every Poincaré section that has
nonempty intersection with sf , the set Z is a normally nondegenerate fixed
point manifold for pN, then we say sf is a normally nondegenerate period
manifold for p of order N. In this case, we can determine the persistent peri-
odic solutions on sf by applying our Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction technique
to the map 36N : Z -♦ 5*.

In many applications it is often useful to express the bifurcation function
in normal coordinates. For this, recall that the map v i-* (f, fiy)) defines a
vector field on R"+I that is tangent to sf . In particular, this vector field defines
a line bundle f over sf . If g*™ is a bundle complementary to W in Tsf
and if ^nor is a bundle complementary to f © ftan in the tangent bundle of

R"+1, then we say W © ^'tan © fnor is a normal splitting over ^ . Moreover,

if Z is a Poincaré section, Z := sf n Z ^ 0, and T.Z" = £^n © ££or, then we

say the normal splitting is adapted to Z over sf .
In order to use the results of Proposition (3.1) and Theorem (3.2), we must

compute the derivative of the unperturbed Poincaré map relative to an adapted
normal splitting. This derivative is obtained by solving the first variational
equation of the unperturbed system over a solution on the period manifold.
More precisely, if 11-> u(r, v) is a solution of the unperturbed system, the first
variational equation is given by the time dependent linear system

W = D/(u(i,i/))W.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose the differential equation ú = /(u), u e R"+1 with flow
(t,v) >-► u(r,v) has a period manifold sf . If f © g'tan © fnor is a normal

splitting over sf, then the principal fundamental matrix solution <P(r, v) of the
first variational equation at t = 0 defined over the solution t h» u(i, v) is a
linear transformation

(9) <D(r, v) : (r © r*" © rnor)„ -» (r © rttn © rnor)u(i „,

with the following block matrix form relative to the normal splitting:

(I   eit,v)   dit,v)\
(10) 0(i,2v)=   0   cit,v)   a(t,v)\.

\0       0        bit,v))

The component operators of the block matrix have the following initial values:

e(0,i/) = 0,    ¿(0,i/) = 0,    c(0,v) = I,    ai0,u) = 0,    6(0,1/) = /.
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In addition, the inverse fundamental matrix, with the argument (t,v) of its
component operators suppressed, is given by

-ec
-i

(11) <tr\t,v) =

-db-x+ec-xab-1'
-c'xab-x

b~x

Proof. The structure of the first column of <P(r, v) is a direct consequence of
the fact that wit) := /(u(r, v)) is a solution of the first variational equation
with initial value io(0) = f(u). In effect, since the solutions of this differential

equation are unique, we have 0(r, v)fiv) = finit, v)). The structure of the
first column now follows because the vector field defined by / generates the
line bundle f.

The structure of the second column is a direct consequence of the fact that
the bundle f © i'tan is invariant under the tangent of the flow u. To see this,
note that for v Gsf , the tangent space T„ sf coincides with iß © &***)„ . In
particular, if (u, v) e T„ sf , then there is a curve s t-> y is) in sf such that
y(0) = v and y(0) = v . Also, it is easy to see that

(12) *(', v)v = -^uit, y(s))
5=0

In fact, the function denned by wit) := Jju(/, j»(j))

and
j=0

is such that tu(0) = v

wit)=Tsùit,yis))
5=0

=Tsfi*it,yis)))
5=0

= D/(u(í,y(S)))^u(í,y(í))

= Dfiuit,yis)))wit).
5=0

Again, by the uniqueness of the solutions of the first variational equation, we
see that wit) = <P(r, v)v , as required. Since y defines a curve in sf , we have,
for each t e R, that the curve j^n(i, yis)) is also a curve in sf . Thus, by
equation (12), it follows that 0(r, v)v is tangent to sf .

The fact that <I>(r, v) is invertible is a standard result in linear systems the-
ory. The block form of the inverse given in the statement of the proposition
can be verified by matrix multiplication,   d

Proposition 4.2. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Proposition (4.1), that
the system u = /(u) has a period manifold sf of order N and % © £'tan © Wnm

is a normal splitting over sf adapted to a Poincaré section Z with Poincaré map
p and return time it. If Z := sf n Z, then for each z e Z, the derivative
TzpN, in block matrix form relative to ißtan © fnor)z, is given by

N_(I   airtNiz),z)\

:P   '{O   binNiz),z)J
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In particular, the bundle maps A : <Tnor — rtan and B : g">or — gnor in

Proposition (4.1) are given by Aiz, v) := (z, airtNiz), z)v) and Biz, v) :=

(z,b(ttN(z),z)v).

Proof. Suppose (z ,w) is a vector in Tr Z and let 5 t-> 7(5) denote a curve

in Z tangent to this vector. Using (12) and the fact that u(rtA'(z), z) = z, we

compute

T>pNiz)w=-fsuiTtNiyis)),yis))'
5=0

=ú(rt^(z), z)DrtiV(z)ti; + <D(rtA'(z), z)w

=/(z) DrtNiz)w + <P(rt*(z), z)w.

Since rtN : Z —► R, the image of the linear map D itN ( z ) is in R. Thus, the first

summand of (14) may be viewed as a scalar multiple of /(z). In particular,

(z, f(z)DrtN(z)w) e fz. Since pN : Z -» ^ and p"(z) = z, the derivative
T^ is a linear automorphism of TZZ = (g'tan © fnor)z. Thus, the first

component of the second summand of (14) must be (z, -fiz)DrtNiz)w) e
%z . In view of Proposition (3.1), these two facts imply the block matrix form
of DpNiz) relative to (^tan © fnor)z is given by

(cirtNiz),z)   airtNiz),z)\

\        0 bittNiz),z)J

Finally, since pN is the identity map on Z, the restriction of its derivative to
TZ = Wtan is the identity linear transformation, that is cirtNiz), z) — I.   □

Theorem 4.3. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Proposition (4.2), that
sf is a k+ I dimensional normally nondegenerate period manifold of order N
for the unperturbed system ú = /(u), u e R"+1 associated with (8). If Z Ç.Z =

sf n Z is an open submanifold, the map s : Tz Z —► Rk complements the range of
the unperturbed Poincaré map p over Z and if the function F : Z -* ftan ©fnor

is defined by F(z) = (z, J^iz), Jfiz)) where

Jtiz) := [
Jo

b-xit,z)F(noTiuit,z),0)dt,

-c~xit, z)ait, z)b~xit, z)F£nor(u(i, z),0)dt,

(13) /•rtA'^)       ,
77iz):=\        c-xit,z)Fri»it,z),0)

Jo

:-xit,z)ait,z)b-x

then the associated bifurcation function is given by z *-* sF(z) and

(14) i3>tiz,Q)r"=^iz) + Aiz)Jíiz),     i3>(iz,0))™ = Biz)J?iz).

Moreover, if the dimension of Z is n = 2k and if B, given in Proposition (4.2),
is the identity, then the bifurcation function is given by z >-»• nx™Aiz)Jfiz). If
the restriction of B -1 to %7£m is an isomorphism, then the bifurcation function

is given by
z t- nUniAiz)iBiz) - I)~xJ7iz) -J?(z)).
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Proof By Theorem (2.3), it suffices to show z h» sF(z) is a bifurcation function.

To this end, as in (13), we compute

(15) &#(*, 0) =F(z, 0)Rlf (z, 0) + U£(rt"(z), z, 0).

Since 11-+ U(i, z, e) is the solution of the differential equation (8) and since

U(0, z, e) = z, the partial derivative í wU£(i, z,0) is the solution of the
following initial value problem for the second variational equation:

V = D fiuit, z))V + F£ (n(r, z), 0),        V(0) = 0.

The solution of this initial value problem is obtained by variation of parameters
with respect to the principal fundamental matrix solution $(/, z) of the first
variational equation. In fact, we compute

Ue(rt"(z),z,0) = *(rt"(z),z) /    * 4>-l(í, z)F£(u(i, z), 0)ds.
Jo

From ( 15), as in the proof of Proposition (4.2), (z, Fiz, 0) RTf (z, 0)) € tz
and ^(z, 0) € (ftan © %nor)z ■ Thus, the first component, relative to the

normal splitting, of the second summand of (15) is (z, —Fiz, 0) RTf (z, 0)) e
Wz. Using these facts, Proposition (4.2), and the block matrix representations

of <I>(r, z) and its inverse given in Proposition (4.1), a simple computation

shows the block matrix representation of 3°eNiz, 0) is

3*Niz  0) = Í1   A{z)) (W\
^e   V,V)- l0     B,Z)\ \jfiz)j

for JÍ and J7 as in the statement of the proposition.

Observe that

m>      ^.o)=(aD+G4zÄ))-
By Proposition (3.1) the second summand of the right hand side of ( 16) is in the
range of the infinitesimal displacement of the unperturbed Poincaré map over

Z . Thus, the bifurcation function, z >-+ s3BeNiz, 0) reduces to zh sF(z) as

in the statement of the proposition.
The last two statements of the proposition follow from Theorem (3.2). We

have just proved (^v)tan = JT + AJf and (^'eAr)nor = BJf. In the first case,

that is in case B = I, the result is immediate from statement (1) of Theo-
rem (3.2). For the second case, we note that (5 - I)~XB -1 = (2? - I)~x and,
using this identity, we find

AiB - I)~xBJf -ijr + AJÍ) = A(B - iyxJf -jr.

The desired result is then an immediate consequence of statement (2) of The-
orem (3.2).   □

The function Jf is a generalization of the "Melnikov integral". The reader
unfamiliar with this notion is referred to the original paper of Melnikov [14]
and the books [ 12], [ 15]. Also, for specializations of the theory presented in this

paper to periodically forced nonlinear oscillators see [5] and for specializations
to coupled systems of nonlinear oscillators see [6], [7].
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5. Periodic solutions of ABC systems

The equations of motion of an ideal fluid in a three dimensional bounded
region are given by Bernoulli's form of Euler's equations as

dV
—--VA curl V + grada,        div V = 0,
at

where V denotes the velocity of the fluid and a is a function determined by
the fact that div V = 0 and the additional condition that V is tangent to the
boundary of the region. For the idealized case of steady flow on the three torus
T3, the boundary in empty. Thus, we can take a = 0 and seek "curl parallel"
[4] steady state solutions on T3, that is, solutions of F A curl V = 0. The
vector field on T3 associated with the ABC system,

x =A sin z + C cosy,

ill) y =B sin x + Acos z,

z =Csiny + Bcosx,

where the real coordinates x, y and z are viewed modulo 2tt , is curl parallel.
This system was introduced by V. I. Arnold [1] and studied recently in [9]

with regard to the hydrodynamic instability criterion of S. Friedlander and
M. M. Vishik [10], [11]. A special case of their theory shows that the existence
of a hyperbolic periodic solution of an ABC system implies the hydrodynamic
instability of the associated steady state solution of Euler's equation. The main
result of [9] is the following perturbation theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Consider ill) with A = 1 and e:=B = C.Ife>0 is sufficiently
small, then ( 17) has a hyperbolic periodic solution.

In the first subsection we will apply our general results to give a new proof of
Theorem (5.1). In the second subsection we will study the more difficult case
where there is only one small parameter. We will determine the number and
position of the persistent unperturbed periodic solutions. However, one of the
main results can be easily formulated as the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2. Consider (17) with A = I, 0 < B < 1 and e := C. If N is a
positive integer, then there is some e > 0 such that ( 17) has at least N hyperbolic
periodic solutions.

5.1. ABC systems with two small coefficients. By rescaling time and by the sym-

metries of the ABC system, there is no loss of generality if we assume A = 1.
We will show the system

x = sinz+ eycosy,
y= cosz+ ejSsinx,

z— e(ysiny-r-/?cos;c)

with ßy ^ 0, has periodic solutions for e ^ 0 and sufficiently small. We will
not take the most efficient route to determine the persistent periodic solutions.
Rather, we will use this problem to illustrate the general theory developed above.
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The flow of the unperturbed system is given by

u(/, x, y, z) := ix + t sin z, y + t cos z, z)

and

3> := {(x, y, z) £ T3 : y = 0 and z^n/2}

is a Poincaré section for this flow. In fact, the return time is given by rt(x, z) =
2n/ cosz and the unperturbed Poincaré map pN : 5" -> 5? is given by

p(x, z) = (x + 2nNtan z, z).

If there are integers M and N > 0 such that tan z = M/N, then

(18) sf:={ix, z) £5": tan z = M/N}

is a period manifold (in this case a two dimensional torus) of order N. In this
context, sf is also called a resonant torus.

To check the normal nondegeneracy of sf , we note that the usual coordi-
nates of R2 provide a normal splitting over each resonant torus and that the

derivative of the unperturbed Poincaré map is represented by its Jacobian ma-
trix as follows:

r.  N,       \     (1    2nNsec2z\Dp»ix,z)=(0 ,        J.

Also, if ix, z) e 5*, then cos z/0. Thus, the principal part of the infinitesi-
mal displacement 73, namely

r^  N/       \     t     (®   2nNsec2 z\
DpNix,z)-I={0 0       j

has kernel and range given by

K = R =

where here and hereafter we let square brackets denote the span of the enclosed
vector. The bundle K3 = R2¡ is, of course, the trivial bundle Z xK. Since
Z = sf r\5* is one dimensional, it follows that each resonant torus is normally
nondegenerate.

Here, the complement of the range R is

roi
CR =

Thus, a bundle map s that complements the range of the infinitesimal displace-
ment is given by projection to CR in the usual coordinates of R2.

If we define t <-* Vit, x, y, z, e) to be the solution of (18) with initial
condition U(0, x, y, z, e) = ix, y, z), then there is a parametrized return
time map RT : Z x R —► R and the parametrized Poincaré map for the system

(18) is defined on some open subset Z ç 57 by

3Bix, z, e) = U(RT(x, z, e), x, 0, z, e)).

Recall that the bifurcation function is (x, z) —► s3Be (x, z, 0) Thus, we must

compute 3°Ax, z,0).
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The partial derivative t i-> U£(r, x, y, z, 0) is the solution of the second
variational initial value problem

''O   0    cosz \ /ycos(rcosz)
|0   0   -sinz   W+M?sin(x-l-rsinz)
l0   0       0    / \ysin(rcosz) + /?cos(x + rsinz);

W(0) = 0.

We can, of course, solve this initial value problem directly. For this, note
that the principal fundamental matrix at t = 0 is given by

'I   0

&it,x, z)= | 0   1

v0   0

and use variation of parameters to obtain

(I    0 2nN
W(2tt N/ cos z) =    0    1    -2nN tanz

\0   0 1

r27iN

r2nN
J0     y cos(s) - s(y sin(s) + ß cos(x + Ms/N)) ds

x    ¡f*" ß sin(x + Ms/N) - i(y sin(s) + ß cos(x + Ms/N)) sec z ds
r2xN

J0     y sin(s) + ß cos(x + Ms/N) sec z ds

U M # 0, then

W(27tA7cosz) =

-[

2nN     \  (2nNy-i2nNßsinx)N/M\
—2nNtanz j I      2nNßsinx— 2nMy

i   / v        o y
/27tATy - (2nNß sin x)N/M\

2nNß sinx - 2nMy      I .

If M = 0, then

W(27tArsecz) =
2^^     \   /2nNy-2n2N2ßcosxs

-2nNtanz I I     2nNß sinx sec z

1        /  \    27tA''^cosxsecz

(2nNy-2n2N2ßcosx(2secz- 1)
271^/?secz(sinx - 2nNcosxtanz)

27:^ cos x sec z

However, to illustrate our theory, we will find a bifurcation function relative to
a normal splitting using the formulas developed previously. For this, we express
the principal fundamental matrix 3>(r, x, z) as a block matrix relative to the
adapted normal splitting over a fixed resonant torus sf (fixed z) given by

:=£? x

smz

cosz
0

:=Sf x :=s? x
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Note that x gives the local coordinate on sf and compute

(1    0 -ttanz
0    1    ¿(cos z + tanz sin z)
0   0 1

From (19) we find B = I while A is the operator of scalar multiplication
by

(2nN/ cos z)(cos z + tan z sin z) = 2nNsec2 z.

More precisely, the principal part of the operator A is given by

The l?nor component of the perturbation term of the system (18) along the

unperturbed solution is given by

(c sin(r cos z) + ß cos(x +1 sin z)) | 0
1,

By Theorem (4.3) we have

.-27CN/COSZ /0\

(20) Jtix) = y sin(í cos z) + ß cos(x +1 sin z) dt   0

and the associated bifurcation function x i-> nX2nAiz)^(z) is given by

J(27rAr)2^sec2(z)cosx/cosz, if   M = 0,

X"\0, if   M¿0.

In case M = 0, recall ( 18) and note that we must have z = 0 or z = n.

Thus, the bifurcation function is given by x i-+ ±(2nN)2ß cosx. In particular,
the bifurcation function has simple zeros at x = 7r/2 and x = 3^/2 that

correspond to persistent unperturbed periodic solutions. The same persistent
periodic solutions are obtained in [9]. In case M ± 0, the bifurcation function
vanishes identically and our first order theory does not determine the persistent
periodic solutions.

The stability of the perturbed periodic solutions is determined by computing
the spectrum of the derivative of the Poincaré map (x, z) i-> 3°N(x, z, e) at
the intersection of the perturbed periodic solution with the Poincaré section.
Of course, since we do not know this point exactly, it is natural to compute the
derivative at the persistent unperturbed solution using a regular perturbation
series. Here, for arbitrary (x, z) € Z, we have

(21) D3sNix, z, e) = DpNix, z) + eD3BeNix, z, 0) + Oie2).

We must exercise caution [15, pp. 140-143] when approximating the eigenvalues
of the linearized Poincaré map from this regular perturbation series. However,
in the present case, we can obtain the stability results by using the fact that we
know DpNix, z) explicitly.
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In normal coordinates,

~   N,       v     (l   2nNsec2z\Dp»ix,z)=(p ,        J.

Also, if the functions p¡j are defined by the equation

(22) D3°»ix,z,0)=(Pxx(}X>Zl   P12{,X'Z)^),
K      ' '   V '        \P2\iX, Z)     P22ÍX,Z)J

then we have

traceD^N(x,z,e)=2 + e(pn(x,z)+/722(x,z)) + 0(e2),

detD^"(x, z, e) =1 + e(/>,,(x, z)+p22ix, z))

- e2nNp2] (x, z) sec2 z + 0(e2).

If the persistent periodic solution corresponds to (xo, zo) e Z, then the
perturbed solution corresponds to (x0, zq) + 0(e). When this formula is sub-
stituted into the expressions for the trace and the determinant, and the resulting

functions are expanded in powers of e , we see that the Taylor series for the
trace and the determinant at the perturbed point are given by

traceD^^x, z, e) =2 + e(pu(xo, z0)+p22ix0, z0)) + 0(e2),

detD^V, z, e) =1 + eipnixo, z0) +P22ÍX0, z0))

- e2nNp2iix0, z0) sec2 z + 0(e2).

In other words, it suffices to compute p¡j at the unperturbed persistent periodic
solution.

Using the quadratic formula, it is easy to see that the eigenvalues of the
derivative of the Poincaré map at the perturbed solution are given by

1± s/e~i2nNp2i(x0, z0)sec2z)1'2 + e(/>u(x0, z0)+p22ix0, z0))/2 + 0(e3/2).

The stability can always be determined from this expression if both the 0(-v/e~)

and the 0(e) terms are nonzero.  If />2i(-Xo> zo) > 0, then the stability, for
e > 0, is determined by the 0(v/ë) term. In fact, in this case, for sufficiently
small e > 0, the perturbed periodic point is a hyperbolic saddle.

From (14) and the fact that ^#(xo) = 0 we compute

F2i(*o - ¿o) = 3T(xo, zo) = 5(xo)^(x0).

In the case at hand, B — I, M = 0 and, from (20),

/>2i(*o, z0) = -27rAr^sinx0.

Thus, the points (x, z) = (in/2, 0) and (X, z) = (7t/2, n) are hyperbolic

saddle points. This agrees with the computations in [9].

5.2. ABC systems with one small coefficient. In this section we will consider
the ABC system with one small parameter. As in the previous section, we will

assume A = 1 and that C = e, where e is a small parameter. But, in this
section, we will assume the coefficient ß := B is a fixed number in the range
0 < ß < 1. Also, in anticipation of some of the computations to follow and
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Figure 1. Computer generated phase portrait for the Hamilto-
nian system x = sin z, z = -ßsinx with ß = 0.16.

with no loss of generality, we replace x by x + 7r/2 in (17) to obtain the
following equivalent system:

(23)

x = sin z

y=     /îcosx
z =    -/?sinx

-l-ecosy,
+ cos z,
+esiny.

We will prove Theorem (5.2) and several other results that are formulated below.

Note that the unperturbed system obtained from (23) contains the Hamilto-

nian subsystem

(24) x = sinz,        z = — jffsinx

with energy

h :=¿J(x, z) = cosz + /?cosx- (1 + ß).

A typical phase portrait for (24) is depicted in Figure 1. In fact, for each ß,
the point (x, z) = (0, 0), with zero energy, is a center surrounded by a period
annulus Q consisting of periodic solutions. The outer boundary of this period
annulus is a separatrix cycle with energy -2ß . A periodic solution in the period
annulus has energy in the interval -2ß <h<0. Also, the system is symmetric
with respect to both the x axis and the z axis.

The unperturbed system obtained from (23) with e = 0 has a hyperbolic peri-
odic solution corresponding to the hyperbolic saddle of (24) at (x, z) = (71, 0).
Of course, this hyperbolic periodic solution persists. Thus, as mentioned in the
introduction, using the results [10], [11], the perturbed system is a hydrodynam-
ically unstable solution of the Euler equations. In the analysis to follow, we will
give a more complete description of the hyperbolic periodic solutions that are
obtained by perturbation.

Consider a periodic solution in the period annulus with energy h and note
that the portion of this periodic orbit in the first quadrant of the xz-plane is
given as the graph of a function x >-» z(x, h). Using the energy relation, we
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find

(25) sin(z(x ,h)) = il-ih + l+ß-ß cosx)2)1/2.

The periodic orbit crosses the positive x axis at the point x = arccos(l + h/ß)
and its period is given by

r
ETih) =4 /

Jo

arceos {1+h/ß) i

dx
sin(z(x, A))

farccos(l+/>/£) j

dx.
r

=4/Jo il-ih + l+ß-ßcosx)2)1'2

The period can be expressed as a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
In fact, with the notation in [3] represented here in boldface, the substitution
t := -cosx in (26) results in an integral with an algebraic integrand of the

form given in [3, 255.00]. Using the Jacobi elliptic sine function sn, a second
substitution of the form

(27) m;u = £zifcl>
(b-c)(a-t)

where

(28) a:=l,    b:=~ih + ß)/ß,    c:=-l,    d := -(2 + h + ß)/ß

and with elliptic modulus

(29) k2 ._ (b-c)(»-d) _    ,2 + 2ß + h
(    ' ■ (a-c)(b-d) 4ß       '

results in the representation

r/2      de^h)-7iL
yß Jo     >/l-k2sin2e'

Or, using the standard notation K := K(k) for the complete elhptic integral of

the first kind with modulus k, we have •T'(A) = 4Kik)/y/ß.
Since k is a decreasing function of the energy and since the complete elliptic

integral of the first kind is an increasing function of k2, the period is a mono-

tone decreasing function of the energy. Actually, the period is 2n/y/ß at the
center and it increases without bound as the energy approaches -2ß.

A Poincaré section for the unperturbed flow is given by

^:={(x,y,z)eT3: y = 0 and (x,z)eQ}.

In fact, note that for a solution starting on 5" with energy h relative to (24),

the y component is given byy = /z-r-l + /?#0 and the solution returns to ¿7

when t = 2n/ih + I + ß).
The resonant tori correspond to periodic solutions of (24) with energy h

such that for some relatively prime positive integers M and N the following
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identity holds

Nf(h) = M—^—r.v ' 1 + ß + h

Also, near a fixed resonant torus, there is, for sufficiently small e , a Poincaré

section for the perturbed system given by an open subset Eci^.
To use Theorem (4.3), we must compute the fundamental matrix O(r) of

the first variational equation of (23) in block matrix form with respect to a
normal splitting adapted to Z. For this, we let t *-* (x(r), y(t), z(t)) denote
a solution of the unperturbed system with initial value on Z, note that the
linearized equations are given by

(0 0      cosz(i)\
-ßsinxit)    0   -sinz(í)   W

-ßcosxit)   0 0/

and define the adapted normal splitting as the sum of line bundles & © ̂ tan ©

grior generated, respectively, by the vectors

sinz        \ /   sinz   \ /0sinx\

/?cosx + cosz
-jffsinx

We must compute the components ait) and bit) as in the block matrix (10).
To do this, we take advantage of the the fact that the unperturbed system decou-

ples. In fact, there are functions t ■-+ ait) and t *-* bit) such that the principal
fundamental matrix at t — 0 for the linearization of the subsystem (24) has the

block matrix form relative to i'tan © fnor given by (  ~ ' J. But, using this

solution, we have two solutions of the full linearized system: The solution with
initial value (sin z(0) ,0,-ß sinx(0)) is given by t t-+ (sin z(t) ,0,-ß sinx(í))

while the solution with initial value iß sinx(0), 0, sin z(0)) is given by

0 \ /   sinz(r)   \ [ßsinxit?

-¡¿bis)iß2 sin2 xis) +sin2 zis))ds   +2(0 0 + £(i) 0
0 / \-ßsinxit)J \ sinz it)

These solutions are obtained in the obvious way by substituting the solution of

the subsystem (24) into the second component equation of the full linearized
system. If the second solution is decomposed relative to the generators of the
adapted normal splitting, we find

aW = 2W - h + 1 + ß I ^{s){ß2 Si°2 X{S) + Sin2 Z{S)) d$ '        Ht) = *(0'

To compute a and b we use Diliberto's Theorem [8]. To state this theorem,
let g : R2 -* R2 be a function with components (gi, g2), let gx := Jg where
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J is the rotation matrix ( °   x ) and define

k(x, z):=||g(x, z)|r3(^-L(x, z),Dgix, z)g),

J •  dx^ dz '
dg2   dgi

curl/-=äx--ä7-

Here, k defines the signed scalar curvature.

Theorem 5.3 (Diliberto's Theorem). Suppose 11-» <p, is the flow of the differen-
tial equation u = g(u), u e R2 . If g(Ç) jt 0, i/zew the principal fundamental
matrix solution t •-» !*(*) ar r = 0 of the first variational equation

(30) W = D*(pt(C))W

(31) ¥(r)s(C) = *(*«)),

(32) ^W^(C) = 2(i, OfWO) + *('. 0^(^(0).

where

nn      Air n - —Mii-^*«^«))*
(33) ^'«-||^i(f))||2«

(34) ait, 0 = /' (2K(^(C))k(P5(C))|| -caûg(9siQ))bis, Qds.
Jo

Proof. A proof of the theorem, albeit with a different normalization of gx , is
in [5].   D

Here, we take g(x, z) = (sinz, /?sinx) and note that the divergence of g
vanishes. Thus, we have

r. .     £2sin2x(0) + sin2z(0)
¿>(r) =-«—i-^-,        .

j32sin2x(r) + sin2z(i)

This gives

h + l + ß ß2sin2xit) + sin2zit)

Since the derivative of the unperturbed Poincaré map is

A  a(Ar^(Ä))\ _ A  u(/v^(ä))\
^3J ^0   b(Nf(h))) ~[p 1       ; '

it is clear that the resonant torus with energy h is normally nondegenerate
provided aiNJ'ih)) ¿ 0. In fact, we will show a(A^(/z)) < 0. For this, it
suffices to show 2(A7y"(A)) < 0.

Let <j>t denote the flow of the subsystem (24) and let Ç denote a point on
a periodic solution with energy h. With g1- defined as above, let s *-* y is)
denote a solution of the orthogonal system u = gxiu) with initial value y(0) =
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C. Note that the image of y defines a Poincaré section in the plane for the flow
of (24). We let p denote the corresponding Poincaré map and compute

d
ds'

d
7zPN(7(s))\     'g(C)i-N^(H(y(s)))\     +D^^w(C)gx(C)

5=0 ds "ij=o

= gioj-NFiHiyis)))      + a(NSr(h))g(H) + b(NSr(h))gx(Q.
as 5=0

Since, the derivative of j -* pNiyis)) is tangent to the Poincaré section, it

follows that the derivative of this Poincaré map is biNS'ih)) while aiN¿7~(h))
is the negative of N times the derivative of the period function.

Recall that the derivative of the Poincaré map of our planar system is the
characteristic multiplier of the periodic orbit through Ç. Since, in the present
case, the periodic orbit lies in a period annulus we have piyis)) = y(i). In
particular, this implies the derivative of the Poincaré map is the identity in

agreement with the fact that biN&~(h)) = 1. More importantly, we have

a(NS'(h)) = ~NS'(Hiyis)))
5=0

By checking orientations and by using the fact that ¿T is a monotone decreasing
function of energy, it is easy to see that

¿Lns-(H(y(s))) >0.
5=0

This proves the resonant tori are normally nondegenerate.
To compute J? we note that the perturbation is given by (cosy, 0, sin y )

A simple computation shows the i?nor component of the perturbation is

ß sin x cosy + siny sin z

j?2sin2x(r) + sin2z(r)

Thus, ignoring the generator of #'nor. by a slight abuse of notation, we have

JtixiO), z(0)) =—-,-!-.-
,.,, /?2sin2x(0) + sin2z(0)

(36> rNS-w

JO
ß sinx(r) cosy(i) + siny(r) sin z(t) dt

We will find the simple zeros of Jf restricted to, Z, the intersection of
the resonant torus with Z. For this, it is convenient to work with a different
form of the integral representation of df. To obtain it, first use the resonance
relation and integration by parts to compute

j sin z(t)(ûny(t) dt) = h+l+ß J (cosy(0 cos z(t))z(t) dt.

Next, using the energy relation,

cos z = h+l + ß — ß cosx,
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and the last equation, we obtain

rN9~(h) rN9~(h)

I siny it) sin zit)dt = - j ß sin x(t) cosy it) dt
Jo Jo

o2 rNS-(h)

+ t—-—ß sinx(í) cos x(t) cosy it)dt.
°

Hence, it suffices to find the simple zeros of' *

JT :- W2 sin2 *<°) + sin2 z™* + l + El*

<37) [N<r(h)
= / sinx(r)cosx(r)cosy(r)rfi

Jo

as the initial point varies along the resonant unperturbed periodic orbit of (24).
To evaluate the integral representation of Jf*, we will express the function

t i-> sinx(r)cosx(r) in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. For this, we let
t h-» (x(r), y it)) denote the solution of (24) with initial value (0, cos" ' ( 1 + h)),
the intersection point of Z with the positive z axis. Also, we introduce a

local coordinate 0, 0 < 0 < 4K, on Z by 0 ■-• ix(8/y/ß), zid/y/ß)). In
particular, we have

,NJ-(h)

J?*iB)= \ sinxit + eyß)cosxit + Qyß)cosyit)dt.
Jo

Since x(T)/sinz(T) = 1, we have

-I
sin z(i)

With a = x(i) on the domain 0 < 5 < 2K/yfß and in view of the energy
relation (25), the last equation can be recast in the form

= 1*<T) J

—== -do.
y/1-ih + l + ß-ßcosa)2

Moreover, with t = - cos a and with a, b, c, d as in (28),

J        i-COSJC(T) j-if., v^a^ t-c)(t-d)dt

We define L by the equation

sn2L = (a-c)(p + C0S*(T))
(b-c)(a + cosx(T))

and use the change of variables (27) to obtain

2
=_ Í   du=^iK-L).

ß^ia-c)ih-d) Jk ß
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Then, solving for cosx(t) , we find

,.     2h + 2ß-hsn\K-tyß)
cosx(í) =-Tí     .

2ß + h sn2iK - tyfß)

For 2K/\fß < t < 4K/-fß, it is easy to see cosx(i) is given by the

same formula except the argument of sn is K + tyfß. Since sn(A" + u) =
sniK - u), the above formula is actually valid for all t e R. In addition, using

the trigonometric identity sin2 u — 1 - cos2 u and taking account of the sign,
we find

Define

,**-, / -, r~77,     777,       2h + 2ß - hsn2 u
(38) vn u := vn(M, k) := 2y/-hih + 2ß) en u  —iL-^p

and note that

r4NK/y/ßr
k(0)= /

Jo
vniK - tyfß - 0) cos((/2 + 1 + ß)t) dt.

We will use the properties of the elliptic function vn inherited from the pe-
riodicity properties of the Jacobian elliptic functions sn and en, see [3, pp.
18-28], to analyze Jf*. In particular, we note here that

vn(-w) = vn(w),        vn(w + 4K) = vn(w).

Set 5 = 0 + ty/ß - K and compute

6-K+4NK (h+1+ßfä**,^          (h + l + ß.^    m\ f       "              (h + l + ß \
y/ßJt'id) =scos(-^=-^-(#-0)) / vnscosl--¡=r-Z-s)ds

V       \/ß ' Je-K V       \lß '

1     .   (h+l + ß.v    m\ fe-K+4NK        .   (h + l+ß ^,
-7=sm   --pz^-iK-d)) / vnssm-t=^-s)ds.

sß      V     ^ß JJJe_K K     Jß      )

Also, note that the resonance relation can be recast as the equality

h+ 1 + ß _ Mi n \
~jj~ ~ ~Ñ\2k)-

In particular, each integrand is periodic with period 4NK. Thus, both integrals
are unchanged when the interval of integration is replaced by -2NK < s <
2NK. Moreover, taking into account the fact that vn is an even function,
it follows that the second integral vanishes.   Hence, using the new variable

a = ns/i2NK), we compute

(39)
=iv2j

Vß**(6) =cos (£(£)(* - 0)) /cuscos (£(¿)z) ds

^ cos (^(±)(K - 0)) f vn(jÄ) cosiMo) ds.
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Since a ■-» vn(2Ko/n) is an even nonconstant nonelementary 2n periodic
function, it is represented by a Fourier cosine series with infinitely many nonzero
Fourier coefficients. This observation is all that is required below to prove the
existence of any preassigned number of hyperbolic periodic orbits after pertur-
bation. However, we will prove more.

Proposition 5.4. The Fourier series representation of the function

a i-» vni2Ko/n, k),

defined by (38) with k given by (29), has the form

2K °°
vn (—ff) = v0 + J2 v2j+l cos((2j + l)a).

Moreover, v2j+\ # 0 for infinitely many integers j > 0.

Assuming the validity of the proposition, it follows from (39) that the bifur-
cation function, defined on the intersection of the (Af : N) resonant torus with
the Poincaré section, vanishes identically unless there is a nonnegative integer
n such that v2n+i ̂  0 and M = (2n + l)N. If this is the case, then since M
and N are relatively prime, we must have N = 1, M = 2n + 1 and

JT'Q) = ̂ J= cos i^i2n + l)iK - 6))nv2n+l

2K n n
= - -jf>2n+x sin ((In + \)-7) sin ((In + 1)^0).

Thus, J7 has 2(2«+ 1) simple zeros.
Here, we must show that infinitely many (2n + 1 : 1) resonant tori actu-

ally exist. For this, recall that the period function h i-» !Tih) is a monotone

decreasing function on the interval —2ß < h < 0 with ^(0) = 2n/y/ß and
limA_>_2/j+ S*~ih) = oo. Also, the resonance relation takes the form

By comparison of the graphs of the left and right sides of this equation as
functions of h, it is easy to see that for fixed ß , in the range 0 < ß < 1, and
for « > 0, there is an h satisfying the resonance equation provided

27T ,„ ,x    27£
< (2/1+1)-

yfß       V '1+ß'

Thus we have the following fact: For fixed ß in the range 0 < ß < 1, there is
a (2n + 1:1) resonant torus provided

2n + l>l-±l.
Vß

In particular, for each such ß there are infinitely many resonant tori.
We cannot conclude from the results presented here (without proving an ad-

ditional uniformity estimate) that there are infinitely many periodic orbits after
perturbation. In effect, for each resonant torus we have only proved there is a
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sufficiently small e for which the corresponding simple zeros of the bifurcation
function persist, but the necessary e may shrink to zero as the resonant tori
approach the boundary of the period annulus. The fact that there are infinitely
many periodic solutions after perturbation will be proved in Section 5.3.

We will show 2« + 1 of the zeros of J? on the (In + 1:1) resonant
torus correspond to perturbed families of hyperbolic saddle orbits. For this, we
proceed as in the discussion following equation (21). As before, the derivative
of the parametrized Poincaré map is given by

T>&N(x, z, e) = DpNix, z) + e D^f(x, z, 0) + 0(e2).

It suffices to compute the eigenvalues of this derivative at the unperturbed per-
sistent periodic orbit that we will assume corresponds to the parameter value
0o. This computation is carried out using the normal coordinates.

In view of (35), we have

D,»W=(J   «<"f<*»)
with aiNJ'ih)) < 0. Also, in view of (14), and the fact that ¿(A^/z)) = 1,
we have

(3>(Nfox = JfiB).

Thus,

the Pij can be computed, if desired, from ( 1

The eigenvalues of D3ôNix, z, e) are given by

where the p¡j can be computed, if desired, from (14).

1 ± y/1 yJaiN^ih))Ji'ido) + Oie).

Since aiNS^ih)) < 0, the family of perturbed orbits branching from the persis-
tent unperturbed periodic orbit corresponding to 0o will consist of hyperbolic
saddle orbits provided Jt'iQo) < 0. This condition is satisfied for 2n + 1 of
the zeros of ^#*(0), as required.

The remaining 2« + 1 perturbed periodic orbits are elliptic. This follows
from the fact that the Poincaré map is area preserving. In fact, the ABC vector
field is a contact vector field, [4]. In particular, its flow preserves the volume

X/\dk on T3 given by the contact form A. This fact can be used to show that
our Poincaré map is area preserving.

To determine exactly which resonant tori are excited by the perturbation, we

must determine which Fourier coefficients v2j+ \ are nonzero. For this, we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 5.5. Suppose the (A/ : N) resonant torus has energy h in the range

-2ß < h < 0. If 0 < r* < n/2 is the unique solution of the equation

(AM       (}£ *\ - ( 2 \ 1/2 - (_I_Ï 1/2
{W) Sn\nr )~\2 + 2ß + h) \ß+l + iiß + l)2-4ßk2y/i)     '
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then v2j+i¿0 if and only if

(2j + 1) sin((2; + l)r*) - ^ cos((2; + l)r') # 0.

In particular, for the (2n + 1:1) resonance, that is, for the elliptic modulus
0 < k < 1 such that

*(k) = (2« + l)^+1)f_w),

the Fourier coefficient v2n+i is not zero if and only if (2n + l)r* is not equivalent

to n/4 modulo n.

Numerical experiments suggest that, in fact, for fixed ß in the range 0 <
ß < 1, there is at most one integer n, in the range n = 1, 2... , oo, such that

the (2n + 1:1) resonant torus is not excited, that is, such that v2n+\ = 0. Also,

these experiments suggest that such exceptional resonant tori actually exist. For
example, it appears that there is a choice of ß , in the range 5/20 < ß < 7/20,
such that the (3:1) resonant torus is not excited. More precisely, for this ß
there is a k such that

*(k) =32V03+l)2-4j3k2) '

(2KA.X        ,\_(_2       _\i/2
SIH % h{4+n)))-\ß + i + iiß + i)i-4ßk2y/2)   •

It remains to prove Proposition (5.4) and Proposition (5.5).

Proof. Let K' denote the complete elliptic integral complementary to K, define
x := iK'/K and, for notational convenience, define rn(x) := \n(2Kx/n). We
will compute

/   rn(x)i?'
J — Tt

dx,       m^O,

by a contour integration of the function G(z) := rn(z)e""x around the paral-

lelogram, %?, in the complex plane with vertices -n, n, nx and 7tt — 27t, cf.

[16].
The following properties of the function rn are easy to check using the double

periodicity of sn and en :

rn(-x)    —   rn(x), rn(x±7t)   =   -rn(x),

rn(x ± 27f )    =   rn(x), rn(x ± 7rt)    =   - rn(x).

The sum of the path integrals over the oriented edges [7r, 7rr] and [7tt -
2/T, -n] of S? is zero. To see this, let t >-> y(r) denote a parametrization of
the edge [n, nx], for example, let y it) = (1 - t)n + tnx. We have

r rx
I       Giz)dz= /  miyit))eim^t]yit)dt.

J[JI , ÎTT] JO

Clearly, t >-+ y(r) - 27t parametrizes the edge [7tT - 27t, -n]. Thus, we have

/ O(z) dz = - f rn(y(i) - 2n)eim7{,)yit) dt
J[nT-2n,-n] Jo
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But, since rn(x - 27í) = rn(x), we obtain the desired result.

Consider the integral

:= / miz)eimz dz.
J[mt ,nz—2tt]

If 11-> y it) parametrizes [-n, n], on the interval 0 < t < 1, then y(i) -n + nx

parametrizes [Tit - 27:, 7ct] . Thus,

I*m = - f rn(y(r) - tt + nx)eimy{l)e~imneir'
Jo

zlit)dt

_      „—imn „imttx j
—        c c i ¡m-

In particular, we have now proved

f Giz) dz = Im + I'm = (l- e-im'eim^)Im.
J&

We will soon see that G is a meromorphic function that is analytic on 57. If
we let Res(ü) := Res(G, v) denote the residue of G at the pole z = v, then,

by the Residue Theorem,

I„ = 2ni(l -e-imngimnryi ^Res(C7, o)

where the sum is over all poles enclosed by 9.

To determine the poles of G we must consider the poles of the functions
sn and en together with the zeros of the denominator of rn, that is, the zeros
of the function defined by giz) :— 2ß + hsn2(2Kz/n). Using the fact that
sn u has a simple pole at the points iK' and 2K + iK' modulo the lattice
generated by (4K, 2iK') and en u has a simple pole at iK' and 2K + iK'
modulo Í4K, 2K + 2iK'), it is easy to see the corresponding points enclosed

by *& are 7tt/2 and 7£t/2 - 7r. However, since sn(2Ä"z/7t) and cn(2Kz/n)
both have simple poles at these point, the leading term of the Laurent series
of the numerator of m at each pole has order 3 while the denominator has a
pole of order 4. In other words, the points 7tt/2 and 7tt/2 - n are removable

singularities of G and the only poles are the zeros of g .
Recall that -2ß < h < 0 and consider the function g. Its zeros are the

roots of the equations

IK  x [2ß

Since, for real u, we have |snw| < 1, these equations have no real roots. To
determine the complex roots, recall the addition formula for sn, [3,125.01],

.            .,         sn(w, k)dn(u, k')
sn(w + iv,k) =--VJ   \ : \ 2—-—

l-sn2(z;,k')dn2(M,k)

cn(w, k) dn(«, k) sn(u, k') cn(v, k')
+ /

l-sn2(t;,k')dnz(«,k)

where k' := Vl -k2 is the complementary elliptic modulus.
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In order to obtain a real value with a complex argument, we must have

cn(w, k) dn(w, k) sn(t;, k') cn(i>, k') = 0.

Thus, u = K mod 2K, v = 0 mod 2K' or v = K' mod IK'. If u = K mod
2K, then sn(w + iv, k) = ±1/ dn(v, k'). For real v , we have k < dn(u, k') <

1. Thus, from (29),

1 <
1 <l<

rjß

dn(v, k') - k - V -h A/ 2 + 2ß + h
<

and it follows that sn(w + iv, k) / ±y/2ß/\7^h .  If v = 0 mod 2ÄT', then
sn(w + z'u, k) = snu and, as above, (41) has no solutions. However, if v =
Ä"' mod 2ÄT', then sn(w + Zu) = l/(ksn(w, k)) and (41) has solutions.

We have

sn f—(x + 7TT/2)] = sn (—x + iK'} = (ksn (—x))    .

Therefore, we must solve

ksn
'2K  \ I—h(t»)W5

There is a unique real number 0 < r* <n/2, such that

'IK .\     1   l-h       I       2~
(42) sn

2ß     ]j2 + 2ß + h'

»(t<'--))-»(t'-).    m(f(-0) = -»(fr-),
sn (—(-r* - »)) = -sn (—r').

In other words, the poles of C7 enclosed by F are the four points

7T n n » 71
r* + -r,     r*-7r+2-T,     -r' + ^-T,     -r* - n - jx.

We claim these poles of G are simple zeros of g. To see this, note that, [3,
371.01],

In terms of this value, we have

>2K, .       a i2K

d_
dz

(2ß + h sn2 z) = 2/z sn z en z dn z.

If this derivative vanishes at one of the zeros, 5, of 2ß + h sn2 z, then

sn's
2)? 2ß

and we must have

= -t-r,        en2 í = 1 - sn2 5 = 1 + -j- ,
—h n

dn2s - 1 - k2sn25 = 1 + k2^

«2
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But, h + 2ß / 0 and h + 21t2 ß jt 0. Hence, s is a simple zero.
Let r denote one of the poles of G. Since r corresponds to a simple zero

of g, we have the Taylor representation

/2K   \
(43) 2ß + h sn2 (—zj = d,(z - r) + ¿2(z - r)2 + 0ftz - r)3),

with i/i ^0. Using this representation, we obtain

(44) 2h + 2ß-h sn2 f—zj = 2/z + 4,8 - dx (z - r) + OUz - r)2).

In addition, we will use the Taylor series

(45) en2 (—zj =c0 + c, (z - r) + OUz - r)2),

(46) eimz =eimr + imeimriz -r) + OUz - r)2).

If the above Taylor series are substituted into the expression for g, the
Laurent series at r is easily computed. There is a pole of order 2 at r and the
residue at this pole is

Res(r) =2d~2y/-hih + 2ß)

x eimri(2h + 4ß)d - Codi + (2A + 4ß)c0iim - 2d2d;x)).

Also, using [3, 731.02, 731.03], we compute

coir) = en (^-r),

. 2K     (2K \      (2K \
c,(r) = - —sn(—r)dn(—r),

^(^2^sn(^)cn(fr)dn(^),

and note that

c0(r-7r)   =   -coir), Ciir-n)   =   -Ci(r),

dx(r-n)   =   dxir), d2ir-n)   =   d2(r).

Then, from (47), we obtain

t>    / \ -im* m    i sRes(r) = -e imn Res(r - n).

Thus, if m is an even integer, e~imn = 1 and it follows immediately that the

sum of the residues is zero. In this case Im = 0. This completes the proof of

the first statement of Proposition (5.4).
To show there are infinitely many nonzero Fourier coefficients, suppose the

contrary and note that, by what we have just proved, this would mean the
function rn, for each fixed value of the elliptic modulus, is represented by a
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trigonometric polynomial. The trigonometric polynomial is an entire function
while rn is a meromorphic function that agrees with the trigonometric polyno-
mial on the real line. This implies the two functions agree on the domain in the
complex plane obtained by removing the poles of rn. This is a contradiction.
For example, the trigonometric polynomial remains bounded in a punctured
neighborhood of one of the poles while rn does not. This completes the proof
of Proposition (5.4).

Using (29) we find

h=yjiß+l)2-4ßk2-iß+l).

Substitution of this expression into (42) yields equation (40).
If m is odd,

(48) Im = 2ni(l + e,mnx) (2Res(r* + |t) + 2Res(-r* + |t))

with the residues given by (47). We will prove the first statement of Proposi-
tion (5.5) by computing these residues.

As we have seen above, sn(u + iK') = l/(ksnw). By similar computations
using the addition formulas for en and dn, [3, 125.01], we also have

.       .T...        . dnu ,  .       ._,,        . cnu
cniu + iK') = -i--,        dniu + iK') =-i-

ksnw' ksnw'

In particular, with p := 2Kr*/n, we compute

.,, / ,     7T v        . dnp ,     ,     7t N
-lCo:=coir* + r) = -l^ = -Coi-r* + -x)

Similarly,

iC{ :=c, (r* + jt) m Ci(-f* + jt),

Dl:=dlir* + ^x) = -dli-r' + ^x),

D2:=d2ir' + ^x)=d2i-r* + ^x).

Using these identities and the definitions

L := eimnr'22D;2y/-hih + 2ß),        Q := (2/z + 4ß)mC0,

R := (2/z + 4£)Ci + CoA + 2(2/z + 4ß)C0D2D;x,

a calculation shows

Res (r* + |t) + Res ( - r* + |t) =L(e-,mr*(ß + iR) + e~imr' (-Q + iK))

=2LiiQsin(mr') + Rcosimr*)).

The real number L is not zero. In order to find a condition equivalent to
the inequality

Qsin(mr*) + Rcosimr*) ^ 0,
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we will determine Q and R. Since 0 < 2Kr*/n < K, using (42), we have

r.-—   (  2ß + h  \«/2
cnp=yjl-sn2p=[2+ )     ,

2ß .

By a straightforward computation using these formulas, we find

2ß + h\lß
G=m(2A + 4«(^tí)-,

V   —h   J

4K (2ß + h\^/2

and, with

we find

ßsin(mr*) + Äcos(mr*) =C(/wsin(mr*) - ( — )-—-=—cos(mr*))
V     7t     / y/ß

M
=C(msin(wr*) - — cos(mr*)).

This completes the proof of the first statement of Proposition (5.5).   D

5.3. Perturbation of heteroclinic orbits and chaos. Consider the ABC system (23)

for 0 < ß < 1. The subsystem (24) has a period annulus at the origin that is
bounded by two hyperbolic saddle points, (x, z) = (0, ±7t), and two connect-

ing heteroclinic orbits (one saddle and a homoclinic orbit if we view the system

on T3). The boundary of the period annulus has energy h = -2ß . In fact, the
boundary is a subset of the graph of

cosz + /?cosx = 1 - ß.

In this subsection we will determine the fate of the heteroclinic orbits after

bifurcation by computing the "Melnikov" function.
Let 0 denote the local coordinate along one of the heteroclinic orbits. The

Melnikov function is given (up to a scalar multiple) by

/oo sin(x(i + 0)) cos(x(i + 0)) cos(y(r)) dt
■00

-I
oo

oo

sinx(i) cosx(r) cos((l - ß)(t - 0)) dt

=IS cos((l - ß)0) + le sin((l - ß)d)

where we have defined

Is:
/oo sinx(í)cosx(í)sin((l - ß)t)dt,

■oo

/oo sinx(z')cosx(r)cos((l - ß)t)dt.
-oo
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The derivation and geometric properties of the Melnikov function are well
known, see [15, §4.5] for a detailed account. The function Jf^ is obtained
from the function Jl*, defined by equation (37). In fact, JH^ is the limiting
value of function JÍ* as the resonant unperturbed periodic solutions approach
the boundary of the period annulus. However, the fact that the simple zeros
of Jt¿ correspond to transversal intersections of the perturbed stable/unstable
manifolds is not proved in this paper.

To use the existing theory, for example the theory presented in [15] for the
case of a periodically forced oscillator, we must verify that our system (23) can
be recast in the appropriate form. Fortunately, this is very simple: rescale (23)
by the energy to obtain the differential equations

,.A.                        .            sinz cosy
(49) x =-5-+ e

/?cosx + cosz       /?cosx + cosz

y=i,

ßsinx siny
¿ = - -s—-+ e-

/?cosx + cosz       yScosx + cosz

Since (49) is nonsingular in an open neighborhood of the heteroclinic orbits,
if we view y as a time like variable, then it suffices to consider the equivalent
periodically forced oscillator given by

sin z cos t
x=-z-:-+ e-

/Jcosx + cosz      yScosx + cosz'

0sinx sinz*
z = --r—--+ e-

jffcosx + cosz       /?cosx + cosz'

Using the energy relation on the heteroclinic orbits of (24), namely, the equa-
tion /?cosx + cosz = 1 - ß, we find the Melnikov function, as presented in
[15], tobe

roc

sin zsint + ß sin x cos t dt.1      f°
1-/U-C

For initial points along an unperturbed heteroclinic orbit of (24), this function
has the same zeros as the function defined by ^¿,. This fact is easily seen
by a computation similar to the derivation of J!*, equation (37), from Jf,
equation (36).

As a consequence of these remarks and the standard theory of the Melnikov
function for forced oscillators, we conclude that a simple zero of Ji^ corre-
sponds to a transversal intersection of the perturbed stable/unstable manifolds.
If there is such a zero, then by the Smale-Birkoff Theorem, cf. [12],[15], there
is an invariant Cantor set on which our Poincaré map for the ABC flow is topo-
logically conjugate to a full shift on k symbols for some integer k > 2. This
is the chaotic invariant set we seek.

If 1} +12 5¿ 0, then 0 i-» ̂ f¿(0) has (infinitely many) simple zeros. We
will determine when I2 +12 ^ 0 by finding explicit expressions for cosx(i)
and sinx(i). This is accomplished as before by integrating the unperturbed
Hamiltonian system (24).
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Here, we have

-jfJo
da.

^/^(l-^-^cosrj)2

Equivalently,

rx(t) ,

TV£ ■ / /,,  ; w-     ol.  , ,, ^tr-
Jo      v(l + cos<r)(2-/?(l +cos<t))

The form of the integrand suggests the substitution u = 1 + cos a. It transforms
the last integral to

1+cosx(t) i

rt'-l

f l du-    iln(4V(TZrü)i2-ßu)-2iß + l)u + S^
J uy/i2-u)(2-ßu) 2    \ u )'

we find

iß - l)e*Vß + 2(3 - ß)e2^ + ß-l

— du.
2 UyJ(2-u)i2-ßu)

Then, using the indefinite integral

_1_
Uy/i2-u)(2-ßu)

cosx(t) = -
iß - l)e4zvt - 2()S + l)e2xV? + ß-l

and

sinx(T) = 4y/T=ß-^=—{--1-7-=-.
iß - 1)<?4tV¿ - 2(0 + l)e2'Vë + ß-l

Clearly Is and /,: are convergent. Also, the integrand of Ic is odd while the

integrand of Is is even. It follows that Ic = 0. We will evaluate the integral Is

by a contour integration.

Define w := ezv^ and

F(w) - 4(1 - BT*I2W{W1 - 1)((1 " ß)w* + 2iß - 3)W2 + l~ß)
r{wj.-^i     p) iw* + i2il+ß)/il-ß))w2 + l)2

to obtain

-oo

Also, note that the poles of the integrand of /, correspond to the zeros of the
denominator of F. To determine these zeros we factor this denominator as

/oo F(w)siniil-ß)z)d:
-oo

w4 + (2(1 + ß)/(\ - ß))w2 + l = iw2- u{)(w2 - u2)

where

u - vg-1        '   Vß + lu^-7ß+-i>     M2-^TT-

If Z denotes the set of integers, then the solutions of e2v^ = «, are

—7=(ln(-Mi) + 7rz' + 2fc7tz'),        /ceZ,
2\J ß
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while the solutions corresponding to u2 are

1

2yfß
(ln(-w2) -ni + 2kni),       keZ.

The locations of the poles suggest integration around the rectangle T in the

complex plane whose vertices are T, T+in/y/ß, T-in/yfß and -F. In
effect, for sufficiently large T > 0, this contour encloses exactly two poles of
the integrand, namely

1 1
Zl ''=2jß (ln(-M') + 7n')>        Z2'-= YJß^~Ul) + n^'

The function F defined above is odd and, for all w # 0, we have Fil/w) =
-F(uz). Using these facts and the identity sinz = (eiz - e~lz)/(2i), we obtain

J-oo

For notational convenience, let 37 := 37iß) = (1 - ß)n/(2y/~ß). After an easy
computation, we find the corresponding path integral along the upper edge of

r is just e-23^ times the path integral along the lower edge. Also, by using
the obvious estimates, it is easy to see that the path integrals along the vertical
edges of Y approach zero as T increases without bound. Thus, we have

Is = - z'(l + e-2*)-1 fr(e'^Vi«-«* dz
(50) JT

=2tt(1+e-2Jr)"1(Res(z1)+ Res(z2)).

To determine the residues, we will use the definitions

Fiiw) := (w2 - u\)2F(w) and F2(w) := (w2 - u2)2F(w).

In fact, after computing the Laurent series of the integrand, we find

Res(z') =£lSi(^z,^,(^'v^) - (2y/l-Ül-ß))Fl(e'^))t
¿*pul

Res^ =£Sr1(^Z2^(^2^) - (2y/ß-i(l - ß))F2iez^)).

To simplify the expression for the sum of the residues, define

sf := cos [~£ ln(-M2)) ,    38 := sin (i^£ ln(-w2))

and compute

ei(i-ß)2> = e-*ij/-&i),       ei{x-ß)z> = e~xisf +38i).

Also, since U\ — l/u2, note that
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e^sßez^ = -l.

Thus, we can express Res(zi) in terms of the components of Res(z2).

For this, note that F\  is an odd function, F[ is an even function, and
compute

Again, for notational convenience, define 57 := \J—u2 . Then, after a compu-
tation, the residues may be expressed as follows:

Res(z') =77^"^((^ -3Bi)i-i2?yfßF[ii2) + (2yß-ü\ - ß))F2(LST)),
<+PM2

Res(z2) =    *<?-* ((.af +38i)ii57yßF{ii57) - (2^-/(1 - ß))F2ii57)).
^Pu2

Note that F[ii57) is real and define the real number F2* := -iF2i¿57).
Using the formula for Is given by equation (50), an easy calculation yields

Is =ßu2JiTe-^){^"/ß{2F2 -*%&*)) -*(v-m)

ne'
-F2*i38iß + 4y/ß - I)-sf il-ß)).

ßujil+e-2^)

If 0 < ß < 1, then F • # 0. Thus, Is = 0 if and only if

l-ß     A + yß ,_        i-ß
tan (Lz£iniL±^P_)) =

\2yfß       K\-yß''      ß + 4yfß-l

In fact, the last equation has exactly one root for ß in the specified range,
ß « 0.1466. Thus, except at this one point, our first order computation shows

the perturbed stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally and, using
the Smale-Birkoff Theorem, the corresponding perturbed flow is chaotic in a
zone near these manifolds. Perhaps a second order computation would show
the same is true at the exceptional value of ß .

The results of some numerical experiments on the system (23) are depicted
in Figures 1-3. A "dot" represents a point on an orbit of the Poincaré map

defined above for the system (23). The Poincaré section is a portion of the xz

plane.
Using the formulas given above, the position of the unperturbed resonant tori

can be computed explicitly. For example, the system (23) with ß = 0.16 and
e = 0.01 has a (3:1) resonant torus. The corresponding unperturbed resonant

orbit of (24) crosses the x axis at the point (x, z) « (1.542, 0.0). Figure 1
illustrates the persistence of six periodic points near this (3:1) resonance, as
predicted by the theoretical results.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 suggest some of the structure in the stochastic layer
that forms after breaking the heteroclinic orbits of the unperturbed Poincaré
map. As predicted, the orbit structure appears to be very complex.
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Figure 2. Orbits of the Poincaré map for (23), with ß = 0.16
and e = 0.01, near the (3:1) resonance and near the stochastic

layer.

z 0

Figure 3. Blow-up of Figure 2 depicting 42,317 iterates of the

point (x,z) = (3.14, 0.0).
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0.2

0.1

z        0

-0.1

-0.2

2.85 2.9        2.95 3 3.05 3.1

x

Figure 4. Blow-up of Figure 2 depicting several orbits near the
"boundary" of the orbit plotted in Figure 3.
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